
PROJECTS
*You can find links for all of the projects on www.markovski.dev

TECHNICAL SKILLS

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

A front-end software engineer that incorporates a variety of skills to create websites that are fast, easy to use, fully 
responsive, and intuitive for users. Enjoys solving design issues and creating interactive interfaces, as well as producing web 
experiences and web applications. Interested in studying the most recent and cutting-edge front-end technologies.

markovski.dev@gmail.com www.markovski.dev linkedin.com/in/markovskiL github.com/markovskiL

FRONT-END SOFTWARE ENGINEER
LEONARDO MARKOVSKI

EXPERIENCE

Freelance.com - Graphic Designer2017 - 2019

EDUCATION

BRAINSTER - Frontend Academy10.2021 - 11.2022

09.2015 - 06.2019 Riste Risteski Ricko - Vocational school ( Graphic design ) 

Languages: HTML CSS SASS/SCSS JavaScript Typescript

Frameworks: React Next JS JQuery Bootstrap

Technologies: GIT FirebaseREST API NPM

Others: Figma Illustrator Photoshop

STREET ARTISTS

 Website for artists to promote and sell their works, as well as manage their posts and earnings.
 Features include filtering through the published posts, creating post, editing post.

Tools used: HTML,  SCSS,  JavaScript, Chart.js  

COIN TRACKER


 Web application for tracking monthly incomes and expenses  with the possibility of setting budget limits
 Features include creating account, authentication, creating and editing entries and categories.

Tools used: REACT, MUI, CSS, Chart.js, Firebase 

MARKOVSKI DEV

 Portfolio website to showcase works, skills and experiences 
 Utilizes Next.js static build for a very fast website, with great SEO and good accessibility

Tools used: NEXT.JS,  SCSS  

SHU-MI-BEROVO

 Website for a family-run business and farm, featuring a products section to showcase honey products, a blog section to 
share news and interesting facts about bees and honey, and a contact form for customers to get in touch with the farm. 

 Utilizes Next.js static build for a very fast website with included internationalization, great SEO and good accessibility.

Tools used: NEXT.JS,  SCSS, AXIOS  

*disclaimer: i am only in charge of the frontend of the following project.


